May 4th 2022
Riversimple is pushing on open doors in California.
Riversimple executives have just returned from a rewarding visit to the US where the
California Mobility Center (CMC) invited Riversimple to become a member. The CMC scaled
to full commercial operation in March 2021 with the purpose of supporting and enabling
innovative mobility companies and start-ups to reach commercialisation. The Centre has a
demonstrable track record – they are specialists in both the implementation and
development of new technologies such as hydrogen and the implementation of refuelling
infrastructure.
Hydrogen cars are already making a serious impression in California. There are over 13,000
passenger cars on the road and a burgeoning network of hydrogen filling stations, currently
52 in operation with another 120 in development.
The CMC’s extensive range of facilities, resources and funding partners will be available to
Riversimple, providing an unprecedented development opportunity for the company.
Riversimple will be exploring the local market and the potential for a base in the state.
Riversimple’s Managing Director Hugo Spowers said; “Working with the California Mobility
Centre is a fantastic opportunity. Their bank of resources and wealth of knowledge are
enormously valuable and will accelerate our development of hydrogen vehicles specifically
for the US market. The CMC’s appreciation of our proposition, combined with their track
record in helping mobility start-ups, has really inspired us.”
CMC’s Chief Operating Officer commented "We are thrilled that Riversimple joins the CMC’s
partner network and can leverage the value and resources that the CMC brings to their
commercialization goals," said CMC Chief Operating Officer Mark Rawson. “As we work to
transition to a zero-carbon economy, innovators like Riversimple will be a key factor in
advancing clean transportation alternatives driven by hydro-technologies, products and
services.”
Other information
Riversimple is looking to raise funds to start commercial production of lightweight, energyefficient hydrogen fuel cell vehicles in the UK in the first instance, though developing the
potential in the US will not be far behind. Gambit Corporate Finance LLP has been appointed
to lead an investment round to fund the first manufacturing plant. It is estimated that each
manufacturing plant will create c.220 direct skilled jobs, making 5,000 vehicles per annum,
as well as indirect jobs in the supply chain. The first vehicles are planned to be a local
runabout, followed by a light goods vehicle for last mile delivery. Riversimple’s hydrogen
fuel cell vehicles will be offered to customers on a monthly subscription basis that includes

all motoring costs such as fuel, maintenance and insurance. This circular economy business
model aligns the profit drivers of the company with positive environmental outcomes such
as lower carbon emissions.
For more information on the CMC visit: https://californiamobilitycenter.org/
For more information about Riversimple, please contact Zak Southwood,
zak.southwood@riversimple.com. Visit Riversimple.com to find out more.

